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PART 1

Introduction

Citation indexing is a relatively new method of organizing the contents of a
collection of documents in a way that overcomes many of the shortcomings of the
more traditional indexing methods. The primary advantage of citation indexing
is that it identifies relationships between documents that are often overlooked in a
subject index. An important secondary advantage is that the compilation of cita-
tion indexes is especially well suited to the use of man-machine indexing methods
that do not require indexers who are subject specialists. This helps to make citation
indexes more current than most subject indexes. Furthermore, citations, which
are bibliographic descriptions of documents, are not vulnerable to scientific and
technological obsolescence as are the terms used in subject indexes.

Citation indexing is based on the simple concept that an author’s references to
previously recorded information identify much of the earlier work that is pertinent
to the subject of his present document. These references are commonfy called
citations, and a citation index is a structured list of all the citations in a given
collection of documents. Such lists are usually arranged so that the cited document
is followed by the citing documents.

The first practical application of this concept was Shepard’s Cifafiom, a legal
reference tool that has been in use since 1873. Shepard’s Cifafions owes its

existence to the fact that American law, like English law, operates under the
doctrine of Sfare Decisis. Srare Decisis means that all courts must follow their
own precedents as well as those established by higher courts. The precedents are

the decisions handed down in previous cases.
To try a case under S!are Decisis, a lawyer must base his argument on previous

decisions regarding a similar point of law. Before presenting the previous decision
as a precedent, however, the lawyer must make sure that the decision has not been
overruled, reversed, or limited in some way. Shepard’s Cifafions enables the lawyer
to do this with a minimum of trouble.

A Ilcgal case is always referred to by a code which consists of the volume and
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page number of the document in which the case is reported. Once a case is
permanently reported, its reference code becomes fixed for all time. lltus,
301 U. S.356 is a reference to the case reported in volume 301 of the United
States Supreme Court Reports on page 356. Statutes are also referred to in a
similar manner. Thus, Ch 16SSC24NJRS refers to chapter 16, section 24 of the
New Jersey Revised Statutes.

Taking advantage of this coding system, Frank Shepard devised a listing which
shows every instance in which a reported decision is cited in a subsequent case.
The listing also shows what statutes and journals cite the original decision.

Figure 1 is a Shepardized list of citations to a fictitious case. In the figure, the
cited case is 101 MSSS.2 10; the items listed below it are the citing cases and an

_/-
WI Mass. 210

CASS 112 Mass 65

a 130 Mass. 89

165 Mass. 210

q 192 Mass. 69

205 Mass. 113

0 221 Mass. 310

261 US 63

SUBSEQUENT
CITINGCASES

35 I+L.R, 76

FIGURE 1. Typical enfry from Shepard’s Citations showing cifed and cifing case$.

article from the Harvard Law Review which refer to the case. The letters preced-
ing the case codes show that the decision in the cited case was first affirmed (a),
then questioned (q), and finally over-ruled (o).

To use Shepard’s Cifafiorrs a lawyer must first locate a previous decision relating

to his current case. He does this by consulting a digest, index, or encyclopedia

which will provide him with the case number for any given decision. The lawyer
then looks up the case number in Shepard’s Cifafions and finds all the subsequent
citing cases. From this information; he can determine whether the original decision
was affirmed or modified in any way. Thus, in the example given in F@re 1, the
original decision could not be used as a precedent because it was subsequently
over-ruled.

Problems with Trcsditioncsl Sublect Indexes

After World War II, users of scientific and technological literature were finding
it increasingly difficult to find information pertinent to their own work. Several
factors caused this situation. One was that the size of the literature was growing
very rapidly. Projections indicated that by 1975 there would be over two million
scientists in the world producing a million p~pers a year. These new papers would
be added to the 10 million papers that would already be published by then ( 1).
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As the growing volume of scientific information began to overwhelm the limited
number of indexers that could be economically supported, there were delays of six
months to several years before papers were classified. This, in turn, resulted in
more and more scientists spending time needlessly duplicating existing work.

Another factor in the literature problems of scientists was the increasing need
for exchanging information between scientific disciplines. The majority of subject

indexes covered only one field or discipline. Science had become so interrelated
that such arbitrary restrictions were causing the researcher to remain unaware of
much valuable information. Fields such as oceanography, organic chemistry, and

environmental science could no longer be placed into neat little cells. To be

reasonably sure that he had most of the important information pertaining to any
such field, the scientist was required to examine the literature of several disciplines.
For example, a chemist selecting suitable materials for surgical implants or artificial
internal organs might find useful information in chemical journals, medical journals,
or engineering journals.

Although the growing size of the literature and the need for multidisciplinary

information retrieval highlighted the shortcomings of traditional subject indexes,

there were also other problems involved. The classification terms used in subject
indexes are often ambiguous and lend themselves to different interpretations,
especially when the user is not fully conversant with the details of a particular in-
dexing system, Subject indexes also encounter the problem of assigning labels to
new concepts. Many times, especially in fast-moving (or rapidly developing) fields
like biochemistry, this is very difficult. Indeed, a consensus of what is the “proper”
label for a concept may not be arrived at until some time after the original paper
presenting the concept has been indexed under an inappropriate term.

Because indexers possess different intellectual abilities and technical skills, two
different indexers will often use different key words, or headings, or subject terms
when classifying the same document (2). Thus, it is not surprising to find relafed

documents classified under entirely different subject headings with no clue to the
searcher that this has happened. For example, an important 1963 paper on the
topic of “seasonal variations in birth” (3) is indexed under the subject heading of
“Periodicity” in the 1964 edition of Index Medicus (4). It is highly unlikely that
anyone looking for information on seasonal variations in birth would ever think
to look under “Periodicity” since it is quite a different concept than “Seasonal
Variation.”

These types of problems made clear the need for a system that would provide
a unified index to the scientific literature that was current, free of semantic dif-
ficulties, and not dependent on the subject knowledge of indexers (5).

The Start of Citation Indexes for Science

REFERENCE TRADITION

As the doctrine of Sfare Decisis provided the logic for Shepard’s Cirafiorrs, so

did the “reference tradition” provide the rationale for citation indexes for science.
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Scientific tradition requires that when a reputable scientist or technologist prtbliihes
an article, he should refer to earlier articks which relate to hs theme. ‘l%ese
references are supposed to identify those earlier researchers who= concepts,
methods, apparatus, etc., inspired or were used by the author in developing his
own artick. some specific reasons for using citations arc as follows:

1. Paying bmnage to pimreerx
2. Giving credit for retsted work.
3. Messtifying metbodofogy, equipment, etc.
4. Provkting background reading.
5. (hrrecting OISG’1OWISwork.
6. CMrezting ftre work of others.
7. Criticizingprevious work.
8. Substantiating CkilOS.

9. Aterting mearcbers to foficorrdrrg work.
10. Providing lads to poorly disseminsted, poorty indexed, or uncited work.
1I. Authenticating data and ctasses of fact—pbysicel mnstants, etc.
12. Identifying originsl publications in which an idea or concept was discussed.
13. Identifying the origins] publication describing an eponymic concept or term

as, e.g., Hodgkin’s disease, Pereto’s Law, Friedel-Crsftq Reaction.
14. Disclaiming work or ideas of others.
15. Disputing priority Cteim of Others.

In the early 1950s, the availabdity of this built-in system for linking scientific
articles began to receive attention as the possible foundation of an indexing sys-
tem for the scientific literature.

WELCH MEDICAL LIBRARY INDEXING PROJECT

In 1952, Dr. Chauncey Leake was chairman of the Committee of Consultants
for the Study of Indexes to Medical Literature. This committee was supervising ti~
Johns HopkkM Welch Medical Library Indexing Project which was sponsored by

the Armed Forces Medical Library. Dr. Leake suggested that project workers
should examine review articles in connection with their investigation of the
problems with subject indexes to medical literature.

GARFIELD

This statement had considerable impact on Eugene Gartield, one of the Welch
Project investigators. Garfield realized that nearly every sentence in a review
article is supported by a citation to a previous work. Thus, a review article could
really be considered a series of indexing statements. The problem then became one
of transforming these statements into a consistent format that would be useful
as an index.

ADAIR

In 1953, the Welch Project conducted a symposium, news of which was reportec
in a Colorado newspaper. This article was read by William C. Adair, who wa
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a former vice president of the firm that produced Shepard’s Ci~ations. Adair wrote
to the Welch Project and su~ested that they consider the method employed by
Shepards as a possible indexing technique.

After examining Shepard’s Ci@fions, Garfield realized that the “citator” principle
could provide a means of indexing review papers which could be extended to the
scientific literature in general.

After the Welch Project ended, Garfield began graduate work in Library Science
at Columbla University. During this period he continued correspondence with
Adair and began writing a detailed article on citation indexes for scientific literature.
The article was completed in 1954 and was edited and refereed by Professor
Bentley Glass, who was then chairman of the Johns Hopkins Department of
Genetics and on the editorial board of Science.

While his own article was awaiting publication, Garfield, who by then was an
associate editor of American Documenra/ion, suggested that Adair write a shorter
article which would explain, in general terms, the operation of Wrepard’s Citafions.

The Adair article appeared in American Docurnenfarion in June of 1955 (6);
Gafield’s article appeared in Science in July of 1955 (7).

LEDERBERG

It was not until 1958, however, that the scientific community exhibited any
specific interest in Garfield’s idea. In that year, Professor Joshua Lederberg of
Stanford University wrote to Gat-field to inquire if any further work had been done
on citation indexing. When informed of the financial problems involved in starting
such a project, Lederberg .suggested that Garfield should apply for a grant from
the government.

GENETICS CITATION INDEX

In 1961, the National Institute of Health initiated a cooperative program with
Garfield’s Institute for Scientific Information (1S1) to prepare a citation index for
the field of genetics (8). In addition to preparing the index, the program was
to investigate and make recommendations on such general questions about citation
indexes as:

1. Should there be a single citation index for all of wience and technology,
several rather broad ones, or many narrow ones, each focused on a single
discipline?

2, In what ways is it possible to arrange a citation index (author, journal, etc. )
and what way is the best for any given situation?

3. What techniques could be used for gathering the citation information?
4. Should books and technical reports be covered and to what degree’?

Garfield soon recognized, however, that defining the genetics literature [o be
covered by a citation index would be quite difficult. Fine judgments would he
required as to what was or was not genetics literature. AI Garfield’s suggestion,
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it was decided to undertake a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach to prepar-
ing a citation index and then extract a genetics citation index from that base of
information.

SCIENCE CITATfON INDEX

The interdkciplinary data base was eventually used to produce the first Science
Cita~ion Index which was published in 1963. The first SC/ covered the literature
of the calendar year of 1961. It covered 613 journals, contained 1.4 million cita-
tions, and required five volumes. Nineteen per cent of the citations in the 1961
SC1 data base were selected by special computerized procedures as “having to
do with genetics” and were published separately as the Genetics Citation frrdex.
The genetics index was also published in 1963 and was complete in one vofume.

OTHER CITATION INDEXES

In addhion to the Science Citation Index and the Genetics Citation Index, there
have been several other efforts at compiling citation indexes or at using the prin-
ciple of citation indexing in information retrieval systems. Most of these have
been expcrimetttaf in nature, extremely narrow in their coverage, or published
on a one-time basis.

Some citation indexes provide coverage of the material published in just one
journal. One of the earliest examples of this is the cumulative index to volumes
35 through 50 of the Journal oj the American Statistical Association. This index
was prepared with assistance from the Ford Foundation and was issued in 1959.

In this index, both the cited and citing articles had to appear in the covered journal
to be indexed. Another example of a citation index with single journal coverage
is the one that appears in the cumulative index to volumes 1 through 3 I of the
Annafs oj Mathematical Sta/is/ics. Pubfished on a one-time basis in 1962, ”this
index is a listing of articles appearing in the Annals which is arranged by author
and shows references to various abstracts of the artick and other articles in the
Anna/s which cite the original article.

Another citation index that was published only once is contained its the
Bibliography of Non-parametric Statistics. Published in 1962, this index shows
what items in the bibliography cite other items in the bibliography.

Since 1966, each monthly issue of the Journal of Histochemis/ry and Cyto-

chemistry has contained a citation index to its own articles. This index is arranged
by author and shows, for any article previously published in the journal, where
and by whom the article has been cited in the preceding month in any of over
2200 other journals.*

An example of a citation index that covers more than one journal but is limited
to a single field is the Citation Index for Statistics and Probability which is cur-
rently being produced by Dr. J. W. Tukey at Princeton University (9). This project

● This information is compiled from the Automatic Subject Citation Alert (ASCA) service
of the Institute for Scientific Information.
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was initiated in 1961 and is being conducted in cooperation with the National
Science Foundation. The journals covered by this index are concerned with
theoretical and methodological statistics. At the beginning of the project, about
50 journals were being completely covered, with another 75 journals covered on a

selective basis. Currently, about 100 journals are fully covered and 150 are cov-
ered selectively, It is estimated that the first issue of this index will appear in
1971.

In 1968, the Shep~rd organization itself introduced Shepard’s Law Review

Cimtiorn. This new publication indexes 117 law reviews and periodicals and
shows where any legal article written since 1947 has been cited in the covered
journals from 1957 on.

Some citation indexes are prepared to test other aspects of citation indexing
&sides information retrieval. One of these was compiled by Ben-Anri Lipetz ( f O),

As sources, Lipetz used four of the eigh~ Russian physics journals published in
English by the American Institute of Physics. Out of all the citations appearing
in these journals, he included in his index only the citations to articles published
in two heavily-used American physics journals. The resulting citation index was
then distributed to a group of subscribers of the IWO American journals and an
attempt was made to compare the frequency of use of the four Russian journals
before and after the distribution of the index. The object was to see if increasing
the user’s awareness of relevant articles by the use of a citation index would
influence their retiding habits. Lipetz concluded that the index produced a
measurable increase in the usc of the Russian journals, although the increase was
not large scale,

As a final example, special citation indexes can be prepared on demand through
systems that directly connect the users with the data base, as is done with the
Technical Information Project (TIP) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

( 11,12). TIP uses a time-sharing computer connected to remote consoles by tele-

phone cables, The data base consists of the full bibliographies of articles from
recent volumes of twenty-five physics journals. Special programs have been devised
to ermble a user to request a citation index to these articles that will meet his
specifications. Thus, a user can obtain a citation index to all the articles, or to the
articles from only one of the covered journals, or to the articles in a single volume
of a covered journal.

Description and Use of a Citation Index

The multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary Science Cimfion /ndex is”now used
by the Iibrories of almost every major university in the United States. For all
intents and purposes, it is the only citation index to the most used literature of
science and technology. Because of this. the following detailed discussion on the

compilation and use of a citation index will be based on the SC1. ft is felt that
the underlying principles and mechmics of citation indexing will be most clearly
explained with this approach.
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JOURNAL COVERAGE AND PREPARATION
The Science Citation Index provides an index to (k contents of every issue

published during a calendar year of approximately 2200 selected journals. Covered
journals are considered source journals and the items they contain are called
source ifems. Alf journals are indexed comprehensively to eliminate doubts as

to whether or not a particular item is covered. All original articles and most other
usefuf items in a journal are processed, including editorials, letters, and meetings.
Ephemeral items such as advertisements and news notices are omitted. Although
previously included, book reviews have not been used as source items since 1969.

Before keypunching, each source journal issue is edited and tagged to insure
that all relevant data will be recorded. All foreign language titles are translated
into English. All citations (footnoted or provided in a bibliography) are processed;
where practical, citations are also extracted from the text. A separated punched
card is prepared for every cited item appearing in every sourrx item processed. For
every source item, a set of punched cards containing the author(s), title, journal,
etc. is also prepared. Each punched card is verifred by direct comparison with the
originrd journal.

Once the cards are punched and verified, the data are transferred from cards
to magnetic ~apes. During this process, the computer performs a unification routine
which eliminates many errors from the original literature such as incorrect spllings

in the names of cited authors and titles of cited publications (23).
The final data is formatted and further editing is done. Final printouts are then

produced through the w Of a computer-driven Phot=smwrsitiorr machine. TfSC
iirtal indexes are produced through phot~ffset printing. Statistics are also tabu-
lated in the course of obtaining the printouts.
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PART U

PORMAT AND ARRANGEMENT

Ilre SC/ eottsists of three separate but related indexes. Tltese are the Ci@tion
Index, the Source Index, and the Perrrsuterm Subject Index. All three indexes

making up the SC1 are published quarterly for the Erst thmz quarters of the year.
The indexes for the fourth quarter are incorporated in the annuaf cumulation for
each index. Eleven volumes of about 1400 mges each were required for the amual
cumulation for the 1969 SCf which contains 4 million citations extracted from
about 341,000 source items.

T%e Citorion Index is arranged alphabetically by cited author. An entry for a
cited item (reference ) contains the first author’s name and initials, the year the
cited item was published, and the name of the publication in which the cited
item appeared along with its volume and page number. When there is more than
one cited item for any author, these are arranged chronologically by cited year,
The source items citing a particular reference work are arranged alphabetically
by source author immediately under each reference line. The source item line con-
tains the citing author’s name, name of the publication in which the citing itern
appeared, and the publication year, volume, and page. There is also a coded

symbol indicating whether the citing item was an article, abstract, editorial, etc.
Cited items may be from any year in recorded history; citing items, however, are
always from the current year. In the Citation Index only the J%( author is shown
for the cited and citing items. The Source frrdex (discussed below) gives afl authors
for each citing item. Figure 2 shows part of a typical column from the Cifation
Index of the SCI.

A separate section of the Cimfion Index is used for anonymous items (no
personal author specified for the cited work). These items are arranged alpha-
betically by the titles of the cited publications.

Another separate section within the Cifafion lts$ex contains a Pareru Citation

Index. Thii is a listing of all patents (foreigrt and domestic) which have been

Reprinted from:
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FIGURE 2. Typicui column from die Citation Index portion of rhe Science Citation Index.

cited or referred to in any journal covered by the SCI. The Patent Citation Index

is arranged in numerical order by patent number and usually provides, in addition
to the patent numtxr cited, the year of issuance, inventor, and country.

The Source index is arranged alphaheticafly by source item author. Entries
provide all co-authors, the full title of the citing (source) item, journal titk,
volume, issue, page, year, type of item (review, letter, correction, etc.), and num-
ber of references in the bibliography of the source item. Also provided is an
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““ACONFORMALMAPPINGMETHOO TO PREOICT LOW SPEEO AERODYNAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS OF ARBITRARY SLENOER RE ENTRY SHAPES’

the Pwmuterm technque results in the following indexing entrtes.

AEROCWMA&W
ARWRARY
CHARACTERISTICS
fO&F;R;;;

MAPilNG
METHOO
PREOICT
RE.ENTRY
SHAPES
SLENOER

ITRARv
AERODVNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS
mwg~l:j

MAPPING
METHOD
PREOICT
RE-ENTRV
SHAPES
SLENOER

CHARACTERISTICS
SEE STOP LISTS

CONFORMAL
AEROOVNAMIC
ARBITRARY
CHARACTERISTICS
LOW-SPEEO
MAPPING
METHOD
PREDICT
RE. ENTRV
SHAPES
SLENOER

LOW .SPEEO
AJRJo:;f?lvAlc

CHARACTERISTICS
CONFORMAL
::;$:G

PREDCCT
RE-ENTRV
SHAPES
SLENDER

MAPP!NG
AEROOVNAMIC
ARBITRARV
CHARACTERIS1
f~FON~;;

METUOO
PREDICT
RE-I

. .
ENTRV

SHAPES
SLENOER

‘ICS

METHOO
SEE STOP LISTS”

PRE L)ICT
&EROOVNAMIC
ARBITRARY
CHARACTERISTICS
CONFORMAL
LOW-SPEEO
MAPPING
METHOO
RE-fNTRV
SHAPES
SLENOIR

RE -ENTRv
AERODYNAMIC
ARBCTRARY
CHARACTERISTICS
@t&FW;;

MAPhNG
METNOO
PREDICT
SNAPES
SLENDER

SLENOIR
AEROOVNAMIC
ARBITRARV
CHARACTERISTICS
CONFORMAL
LOW-SPEIO
MAPPING
METHOO
PREOICT
RE-ENTRv
SHAPES

. No enwes are created for the words ‘“A“’ “TO”, “’OF’” These dlustrate “lull SWW’”words and are

mot indexed The words “METHOD” and “’CHARACTE RI ST ICS” dluwrdle ‘“win, stop’” terms

Sem# stop words are supfm?swd as Pnm.+rv Terms but do appear. m Co Terms Hyt,hendlml w,mk

such as “’RE ENTRY” or phrases such as ‘“LOW SPE ED” are treated a one term

FIGURE 4. Indexing entries that result when Permuterm technique is applied 10 an article
title.
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accession number: this is the code hy whwh the wurce journal is filed at ISI.

Figure 3 shows part of a typical column from the Source Index.
Wtihin the Source index is a separate aedion called tfre Corporsms lm.?.ex. In

the Corporate Index, afl of the source items processed are listed alphabetically
by author under the name of the organization where the work was performed. If
more than one organization is involved in a given project, an entry is created for
each organization.

The third major index contained within the SC/ is the Perntuterm Subject fndex,

Permuterm is a contraction of the phrase “permuted terms.” In the PSf, the term

“permuted” is used in its correct matlwmaticaf sense. TM is to be distinguished
from a Key-Word-In<ontext ( KWIC ) index which rotates the worda in an article
title rather than fulfy permuting them.

To produce the PSI, a computer is used to permute all significant words witldm
each title and subtitle of every item included in the Source Index. AU possible
pairs of terms are formed. Thus, for a title containing n significant wordq there
will be n( n — 1) pairs. With this system, every significant word takes a turn at
being the primary term as well as being a co-term (14). F@-e 4 shows the in-
dexing entries that result whets the Permuterm technique is used.

The PSI is arranged alphabetically by primary term. Terms which begin with
numbers appear at the end of ~he index. All co-terms co-occurring with a pardcufar
primary term are indented and listed in alphabetical order under that primary
term. C-terms beginning with numbers appear at the end of the list. Dashed lies
lead from each co-term to the name and initials of the author whose item contains
that co-term and its associated primary term. For anonymous entries, the journal
title is given in place of the author’s name. Figure 5 shows part of a typical column
from the Permuterm Subject Index.

BASIC SEARCH TECHNIQUE

Using the Science Ci[ation Index involves the following steps. The searcher
starts with the name of an author he has identified as having written an item
related to the topic of the search. He then enters the Citation Index and looks up

the name of that author. Once the author’s name is located, the searcher can see
the items that have currently cited the various items listed for this author. The
searcher then notes the author, journal, volume, and page of each citing item. The
searcher then turns to the Source Index and looks up the name of the citing author.
At this entry he will Lind the complete bibliographic data for the citing item in-
cluding the complete title and all co-authors. At this point, the searcher shoufd
examine source item titles and select those items which seem most likely to be
relevant to his topic. He can then obtain the journals containing the items of
interest from the library, This basic search technique is illustrated in Figure 6,

A search may be readily expanded in order to build a more extensive bibliog-
raphy for a particular inquiry. For example, once he finds a number of source
items, the searcher can use the bibliographies of one or several of these to provide
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FIGURE 5. Typical column from rhe Percnutcrm Subject Index
Citation Index.
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portion of the Science

the names of other authors to look up in the Citation fndex; this process is
called “cycling.” Figure 7 is a diagram of the basic cycling procedure. [More
sophisticated cycling procedures exist, but are not discussed here (15).]

Examination of the Source Index itself may yield additional relevant current
items by a given source author, even though they may not cite any of the known
starting referencxx.
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The Permuterm Subject tndex. is used when the searcher does not know a
specific author of interest by which he can enter the Cita/ion /rsdex or the Source

Index. To use the PSI, the searcher first compiles a list of terms that are likely to

deseribe his !opic of interest. The searcher then enters the PS/ and locates a pri-

mary term that is the same as one of the terms he has listed. !-k then sees all
the authors in the current year that have used that term in the title of an item.
Usually, the searcher will want 10 be more selective. He can accomplish this by

locating a co-term under the primary term that further defines his topic. He can
then select only those authors that have used the co-term as well as the primary
term. Once the appropriate author(s) is identified, the searcher can enter the
Source Index to obtain the full title of an article along with other blbliograp?dc
data. The searcher can then obtain desired ilems and/or look up appropriate
items in the Cifafion Index for subsequent citing sources. Figure 8 diagrams the
use of the PSI to obtain a starting author to conduct an SCf search.
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Melvin  Weinstock Senior  Information Scientist
lnstitute for Scientific Information

PART III

Evaluation of CikHon  Indexing

Perhaps the best way to evaluate citation indexing is to examine how the
Science CiMon  Index resolves the previously discussed deficiencies of subject
indexes. For purposes of review, the deficiencies can generally be summarized
as follows:

I. Inability to deal comprehensively with the growing volume of scientific
literature on a timely basis.

2.  Limited abil i ty to cut across discipl ines to pull  together related information.
3.  Semantic diff icult ies in preparation and uv  of the indexes.

COMPREHENSIVENESS AND TIMELINESS

The SCl’s method of obtaining comprehensive coverage of the literature has its
foundation in Bradford’s Law (16.17). In general, this law states that a small
percentage of journals account for a large percentage of the signiEcant articles in
any given field of science. In support of this, a study of Physics Abstracts by
Keenan and Atherton (18) shows that 50% of the items abstracted are taken
from only nmeteen journals. Also, studies conducted by index Chemicus show
that 100 journals account for 98% of all new articles in synthetic chemistry (19).

Further analyses have revealed that thts  concentration of information in rela-
tively few journals is characteristic, not only of the individual disciplines, but of
the scientific literature as a whole. Yale Professor Derek J.  de Solla Price claims
that about 1000  journals contain 80% of all scientific articles (20). This estimate
is confirmed  by continuing IS/  studies. These same studies show that fewer than
1000 journals account for 90% of the significu~f  literature, that is, they are the
most heavily cited journals (21).

These findings lead to the reasoning that if the 2200 journals covered by the
SC1 are properly chosen, most of the world’s important scientific literature will

Reprinted from:

Encyclopedia of Li&mry end Information Science,
VOIIJ~  5. Pages 16-40,  Marcel Dekker, Inc.. New York (1971 i
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be indexed even though there are an estimated 30 to 50 thousand journals in

existence.

The publisher of the SC/ uses several methods to make sure that covered
journals are, in fact, the significant ones. First, he has enlisted an editorial board

composed of experts in the various disciplines to recommend journals for coverage.
Second, subscribers are invited to suggest journals for coverage; such suggestions
are then evaluated by the editorial board. Third, large-scale citation analyses are
made to see which journals are cited most frequently. This information is especially

helpful in determining those journals that are the most used in emerging fields of
science. The coverage rationale that has evolved from this system places heavy
emphasis on the multidisciplinary journals, supplementing these with the most
important journals from the individual disciplines.

There has been some criticism that the SCI is biased in favor of covering the
Western-language journals. This is, in part, a reflection of the superabundance of
research conducted in the United States and abroad which is published in English,
German, and French. This bias is also due to the fact that the SCI has, in the past,
given preference to cover-t~cover English translations of Russian journals. How-
ever, it should be noted that the SCI is the only index that covers every article in
the Soviet journal Do&lady Akad. Nauk SSSR, which ranks as the fifth largest
journal in the world in terms of articles published each year,

Another Russian journal covered by SC’/ is Tep/oe?/ergetica (Thermal Engineer-

ing). It must be admitted, however, that this journal was not covered until 1968
when /S1 studies showed that it was among the 500 most cited journals in (he
world. This is typical of the continuous improvement in jourrud coverage of SC/.

The SCI provides timely coverage partly because the type of intellectual
activity required to compile traditional subject indexes is not required. The author

himself “indexes” hk article (by way of his citations), enabling the SC/ to be
prepared by a combination of man-machine procedures which facilitate current
coverage of the literature. Thus, indexes covering the literature appearing in any

cafendar quarter are published within sixty days after the end of the quarter;
hard-bound annual cumulation are published within four months after the end
of the year.

MULTIDtSCIPLtNARY SEARCHING CAPABILITY’

The reason citation indexes provide multidisciplinary searching capabilities is,
once again, related to the fact that most indexers are not as qualified as the author
himself to decide which previously published material is related to his current
work. A citation index takes advantage of the built-in linkages between dcrcu-
rrtents provided by authors’ citations by listing together all items with common
citatiorra.

It is thii unique abiiity to group together items that are often seemingly un-
related that is so important to the modern researcher. Everyone knows that there
are important, though small parts of the literature which can be called “pure”
physics or “pure” chemistry, etc. There is, however, a larger, less specialixcd part
of the literature that is of interest to physicists, chemists, or other scientists as it
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relates to their specialties. For example, the chemistry of water is pertinemt to
oceanography, but it is also pertinent to a vast array of other problems itr biol~,
physics, chemistry, and other applied fields. With the SCl, as long as a curremt
item cites a given previous item, it will be indexed under the ated item. I&mskes
no difTerenee if the citing item appeared in a physics journ~ a chemistry journ&
an engineering journal, or any other type of journal. Therefore, a seardser using
the SCl can identify a group of items whose contents are in some way dated to
his topic, but which were published in a variety of journals not normally con-
sidered as king related to his discipline.

An interesting example of the utility of the SCf in crossing sciesstiilc &rd@ses
to retrieve isolated bits of information is found in the rektdonship between C. M
Whitnah’s paper in the Journaf of Dairy Science in 1959 and a paper by Albert
Einstein in Anrrafen der Wry.rik in 4906. This apparently incongruous comMna-
tion proves to be a legitimate reference by Whitrtish to an equation used m
calculating molecufar dimensions which was applied in a study of the physical
properties of milk.

This same article by Einstein was cited in a 1960 article by V. V. Vmtdaiab
in the Journal of Polymer Science. In this article, Einstein’s equation was used
as a basis for calculations relating to the Flory universal constant in the equalkm
for intrinsic viscosity. In two other papers by P. H. Elworthy, one ia 19S9 in&e
Jourrrai of the Chemical Society, and one in 1961 in the Journrsi of Mxumacy
and Pharmacology, the Einstein equation was cited in a discussion on the size and
shape of lecithin micelles.

In a 1961 paper by K. Yagi in Comparative Biochemistry and Physwiogy, the

Einstein equation is employed in the study of mechartical and ccdloidal properties

of amoeba protoplasm. Still again in 1961, S. G. Schultz, in the Journal of
General Physiology, reported biophysical studies in which he rrwxi the Eimteia
viscosity equation to confirm atomic dimensions compiled by L. Paukrg. In the
SCI, each of these widely scattered papers would be rerrievd by the use of basic
search and cyclin’g techniques.

SEMANTIC PROBLEMS

Citation indexes resolve semantic problems associated with tradihmrl subject
indexes by using citation symbology rather than words to &scribe the contettt of
a document. This concept is rather difficult for most peopfe to comprehend at
first. nerefore, the following rather extended example is presented & an ~ ~.

understanding.
In 1963, Professor J. Lederberg published a paper in Akurare etttided ‘%40-

lectdar Biology, Eugenics and Euphenics.” In this paper, he estabkhed the word
“euphenics” as a synonym for the concept of “engineering human developmersl.”
As long as this paper was the only one in the literature on euphenics, there was
effectively a one-t~one equivalence between the word “euphenics” ad the cita-
tion which identified the document in which it first appeared. The word “eupbenks”
and the citation “Lederberg J., 63, Nafure 198, 428” wem maeddly equivakrst
symbols for the subject discussed in Lederbsrg’s paper.
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Now suppose that other authors usc the term “euphemics” in srtbsequent papera.

Cus~omarily, the subsequent authors will give credit to Ledcrberg as originator

of the term by citing his original paper. As a result, m a citation indexing system,
the new papers would be automatically grouped together under the citation “Le&r-
berg J.. 63, Nature 198, 428.” In a word indexing system, the subsequent papers
would be grouped together under the term “etrphenics.” Both methods would
achieve the same objective--to make information on “euphertica” retrievable. In
one system, the word is the indexing term; in the other, the citation is the indexing

term.

Once it is understood how a citation can serve as an indexing term, it is not
difficult to show why citations are frequently better than words in this role.

Carrying the Lederberg example further, suppose that another author d~usses
“engineering human development” but does not mention the word “euphenics.”
As long as the author cites the original paper by Lederberg (which is highly

probable), the new paper will be indexed under Leder&.rg’s paper in a citation
index. The odds are very slim, however, that any subject indexer would equate
“engineering human development” with “euphenics.” Thus, the paper that does

not specifically mention euphenics has a high probabdity of being indexed under
some other term.

Consider the same situation from the point of view of the user of an index. If
the searcher is familiar with the term “euphenics,” word indexes will enable him
to find the Lederberg article and the subsequent articles that specifically mention
“euphenics,” The searcher will, however, most likely miss the papers on “engirtccr-
ing human development’” unless he is aware that this phrase is an alternate for the

word “euphenics.” With the SC[, the searcher only needs to know that Lederbcrg
had published on this general topic. By simply looking up the name Lcderberg,
he will find the original paper plus all subsequent citing papers, whether or not
they specifically mention “euphenics.” This is especially useful to a searcher who is
not familiar with the jargon of a different discipline than his own.

Grouping ilems by a common citation also makes the SC} a self-organizing
indexing system that is constantly being upgraded by the feedback of more cur-
rent information.

UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF CITATtON INDEXES

Citation indexes not only resolve many of the ditliculties inherent in conventional
indexes, certain things can be accomplished with citation indexes that are not at
all feasible with other indexes.

Probably the most important of these capabilities is the ability to bring the
searcher forward in time from an earlier known reference. The SCI is set up so
that no matter when an item originally appeared, it will be indexed in the Cifafiotr

/rrdex as long as it is cited at least once in the current year in any of the covered
journals. As soon as the searcher locates his starting “cited item” he is brought
forward to items that are currently citing the original. This could bridge a gap
of fifty years or more (as in the Einstein article discussed above), or it can take
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the searcher forward in increments as small as a year (say from 1968 for the
cited article to 1969 for the citing artick).

By utilizing this abdity of citation indexes, nexessary research questions such
astiseae can be answered:

1. Has ttris besic Corrcepttrcenepplied dswvilere?
2. Hes this theory been contirmed?
3. Hes this rssetbodbeen improved?
4. h ttlGt’Ga OSWs@lesis fa tbk otd cOlllpOOlld?
S. Have there been errate or correction ootes pubtisbsd for this pgper?

Also, any scientist may legitimately wish to determine whether his own work
has been applied or criticized by others. Citation indexes facilitate this type of
feedback in the communication cycle. A further use of citation indexes is to
quickly identify scientists currently working in special branches of science for the
purpose of correspondence or personnel selection.

Finally, a mention should he made about the unusual ability of citation indexes
to serve as a tool in evaluating litera~ practices and the structure of scientific
literature (22-24). Using citation da[a, networks of interconnected artictes may
be constructed to trace the history of a subject (25,26). Chation counts can also
be used to determine the length of time that there is any interest in a given article
or topic (27). The impact of individual articles as well as the emergence of
“superclassic” papers can be studied with citation data (28).

FORMAL STUDIES OF CITATION INDEXING

A number of formal studies have been conducted on citation indexing, almost
all of which have been based on the SCI. Barhrp (29) describes a study to test
allegations that SCI searches are “noisy,” that is, that they retrieve a high per-
centage of irrelevant material. In this study, searches were conducted for a range
of medical subjects. A team of physicians was used to assess relevance. It was
found that 72% of the citing articles located were “closely or directly related
in subject content to the cited article.” About 22% were “slightly or indittctfy
related’ and about 5% could be considered noise. Of the article found to be
directly related to the cited article, about 10% were judged to have titles that did
not indicate arty relationship.

Spmcer (3(?), Rieger (31), and Ghosh (32) have conducted studies that were
mainly concerned with the comprehensiveness and/or the search speed of the
SCl as compared with discipline-oriented indexes such as Chemical Abstracfs and
Index Medicus. On a topic that was clearly within the specialized field covered
by Index Medicus, Spencer found that the SC1 produced better results. Reiger
found that the SCf was less efficient than Index Medicus on a subject that was
primarily covered in Italian journals. On the other hand, Ghosh used the SCf
to conduct a search on “hemorrhagic fever,” a narrow field in which articles are
almost entirely confined to Indian journals. [n this case, the SCI produced a high
retrieval efficiency.
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SICVcrafaspects of citation indexing require attention if it is to &liver ita N
potential in the future. Included in these are improvements ks the mechanics of
the system itself as well as the conception, investigation, and development of new
applications.

CtTATtON PRACITCES OF AUTHORS

One of the most obvious areas for improvement in citatiott indexing systems is
the citation practices of authors themselves. Some scientific articles have hundreds
of references; others have none at all. Part of the reason for such disparity in
the number of references is the great differmtce in quality, not only its articles,
but also in the journafs that pubhsh them. Many authors, editors, and referees
are quite meticulous in ensuring that an article irtcludes a comprehertsive set of
references. For some articles, especially in the less scholarly journals, the refer-
ences may be inadequate or nonexistent. Informatiort scientists and others have
discussed this problem at length, ahhough most of their suggestions are aimed at
improving the author’s awareness of the value of good citation habits (33).
Garfield went a step further and discussed the possibilities of an automatic system
in which a computer could read an article and determine not ottfy if the references
provided are appropriate, hut also what references are missing (34). Needless to
say, such a system is not on the immediate horizon.

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

A problem that confronts all typs of indexes is the growing amount of space
required to store the cumulated volumes. One obvious way to approach this is the
use of microforms. The improving technology in thk area has resulted in in-
creased data storage capabilities through higher reduction ratios and larger magni-
fications in the optical system of the viewer. An optimized indexing system of the
future may make use of remote access to time-shared computers for the current
year’s indexed material, printed books for three to four year cumulative indexes,
and microforms for very large scale cumulative indexes (35).

Of course, putting large-scale cumulative indexes on microforms presupposes
that such citation indexes are available. To date, this is not the case. It is, however,
N’s announced goal to produce a citation index that will provide total retrospec-
tive coverage of the literature of the twentieth century. IN’s plan is to produce
this index in stages over the next decade.

ON-LINE ACCESS TO INDEXED DATA

AS indicated, one of the logical developments for citation indexing would be
to provide remote access to the indexed data. This would be similar to what is
provided on a limited basis by the previously dtscussed project TIP. With such
a system, a searcher would bc able to sit before a computer console and do his
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bibliography research by operating a keyboard linked to a computer with several
btin stored characters. The required data wordd then be automatically printed
out on a typewriter or teletype unit or displayed on a cathnde ray tube, A per-
forated tape or set of punched cards could even be produced for usc as input to
another data processing system wldch could further refine or analyze the data
obtained.

Surprisingly, the main deterrent to implementing such a system on a large scale
is not the high cost of the computer. The cost of the computer would be shared by
all the users in the network. Each subscriber, however, would have to bear the
entire cost of the long dkasm telephone call required to access the computer.
The telephone system is not yet organized so that you pay for the call ordy during
the time you are actually using the computer; you also pay for waiting time. A
time-shared computer works for someone else during the silent or tldnkktg
period of any one subscriber. You pay for the entire telephone call whether you
are using the computer for the whole period or not.

EVALUATION OF SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL

Although the SC1 was originally designed to be a retrieval tool for use in library
and information science work, there are indications that it will have important
applications as a tool for evaluating scientific personnel. By using the SCJ data
base, it is possible to count the number of citations to a given author. Although
there are exceptions, frequently cited authors are usually those who have done the
moat important work in a given field (36-39).

For example, by using the SC/ data base, it was possible to list the tifty most
cited authora for 1967. Two of the 1969 Nobclists-Derek H. R. Barton and
Murray Gell-Mann appeared on the list (40). Since there are over a million sciett-
tista in the worId’s population, producing a list of fifty that contains two Nobel
prize winners is no small achwvement. This is especially impressive since the list
was compiled by a purely mechanical method which did not require reading the
works of these men.

The ability of the citation index to measure the impact of a scientist’s work has
practical economic consequences. Research administrators could use such a tool
as an aid in evaluating present scientific personnel or in hiring new people. Gf3ixrs
of various foundations could use it in awarding prizm, grants, fellowsldps, and
other formsof research assistance.

MARKETING RESEARCH

Aother possible use for the data used to compile the SCI is in marksting re-
search. In the Corporate Index section of the SC[, new papers are liited under
the companies where the work was performed. Proper analysis of thepubl W
information could give a good indication of the type of equipment or supplies
needed by a company to conduct its research work. This could be especially valu-
able information, for example, to a scientific instrument manufacturer trying to
anticipate the needs of potential or existing customers.
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W%ea citation indexes for scierttiiic literature were first ixttroducd, they were
considered supplements to tractional subject indexing methods (41). Tune has
made it dear, however, that citation indexes that are comprehensive and timely
are entitled to be considered as independent, fully integrated, library and in-
formation science tools. Further, citation indexes can now perform important
evaluative, analytical, and predictive roles that were never imagined for subject
indexes.

It seems Iiiely, then, that givers tfte right amount of attention and constructive
criticism, citatimt indexing wiIf continue to grow in tmefufness and acceptance in
the scientific, academic, and industrial comtnrmities.
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CITATION
INDEXES

By

Melvin Weirsstoek, Senior Information Seientiat
Institute for Sei4mtific Information

PART 1

Introduction

Citation indexing is a relatively new method of organizing the contents of a
collection of documents in a way that overcomes many of the shortcomings of the
more traditional indexing methods. The primary advantage of citation indexing
is that it identifies relationships between documents that are often overlooked in a
subject index. An important secondary advantage is that the compilation of cita-
tion indexes is especially well suited to the use of man-machine indexing methods
that do not require indexers who are subject specialists. This helps to make citation
indexes more current than most subject indexes. Furthermore, citations, which
are bibliographic descriptions of documents, are not vulnerable to scientific and
technological obsolescence as are the terms used in subject indexes.

Citation indexing is based on the simple concept that an author’s references to
previously recorded information identify much of the earlier work that is pertinent
to the subject of his present document. These references are commonfy called
citations, and a citation index is a structured list of all the citations in a given
collection of documents. Such lists are usually arranged so that the cited document
is followed by the citing documents.

The first practical application of this concept was Shepard’s Cifafiom, a legal
reference tool that has been in use since 1873. Shepard’s Cifafions owes its

existence to the fact that American law, like English law, operates under the
doctrine of Sfare Decisis. Srare Decisis means that all courts must follow their
own precedents as well as those established by higher courts. The precedents are

the decisions handed down in previous cases.
To try a case under S!are Decisis, a lawyer must base his argument on previous

decisions regarding a similar point of law. Before presenting the previous decision
as a precedent, however, the lawyer must make sure that the decision has not been
overruled, reversed, or limited in some way. Shepard’s Cifafions enables the lawyer
to do this with a minimum of trouble.

A Ilcgal case is always referred to by a code which consists of the volume and

Reprinted from:

Encyclopedia of Library and Information .%enea,
Volume 5, Pas 1640, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York (1$71}
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page number of the document in which the case is reported. Once a case is
permanently reported, its reference code becomes fixed for all time. lltus,
301 U. S.356 is a reference to the case reported in volume 301 of the United
States Supreme Court Reports on page 356. Statutes are also referred to in a
similar manner. Thus, Ch 16SSC24NJRS refers to chapter 16, section 24 of the
New Jersey Revised Statutes.

Taking advantage of this coding system, Frank Shepard devised a listing which
shows every instance in which a reported decision is cited in a subsequent case.
The listing also shows what statutes and journals cite the original decision.

Figure 1 is a Shepardized list of citations to a fictitious case. In the figure, the
cited case is 101 MSSS.2 10; the items listed below it are the citing cases and an

_/-
WI Mass. 210

CASS 112 Mass 65

a 130 Mass. 89

165 Mass. 210

q 192 Mass. 69

205 Mass. 113

0 221 Mass. 310

261 US 63

SUBSEQUENT
CITINGCASES

35 I+L.R, 76

FIGURE 1. Typical enfry from Shepard’s Citations showing cifed and cifing case$.

article from the Harvard Law Review which refer to the case. The letters preced-
ing the case codes show that the decision in the cited case was first affirmed (a),
then questioned (q), and finally over-ruled (o).

To use Shepard’s Cifafiorrs a lawyer must first locate a previous decision relating

to his current case. He does this by consulting a digest, index, or encyclopedia

which will provide him with the case number for any given decision. The lawyer
then looks up the case number in Shepard’s Cifafions and finds all the subsequent
citing cases. From this information; he can determine whether the original decision
was affirmed or modified in any way. Thus, in the example given in F@re 1, the
original decision could not be used as a precedent because it was subsequently
over-ruled.

Problems with Trcsditioncsl Sublect Indexes

After World War II, users of scientific and technological literature were finding
it increasingly difficult to find information pertinent to their own work. Several
factors caused this situation. One was that the size of the literature was growing
very rapidly. Projections indicated that by 1975 there would be over two million
scientists in the world producing a million p~pers a year. These new papers would
be added to the 10 million papers that would already be published by then ( 1).
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As the growing volume of scientific information began to overwhelm the limited
number of indexers that could be economically supported, there were delays of six
months to several years before papers were classified. This, in turn, resulted in
more and more scientists spending time needlessly duplicating existing work.

Another factor in the literature problems of scientists was the increasing need
for exchanging information between scientific disciplines. The majority of subject

indexes covered only one field or discipline. Science had become so interrelated
that such arbitrary restrictions were causing the researcher to remain unaware of
much valuable information. Fields such as oceanography, organic chemistry, and

environmental science could no longer be placed into neat little cells. To be

reasonably sure that he had most of the important information pertaining to any
such field, the scientist was required to examine the literature of several disciplines.
For example, a chemist selecting suitable materials for surgical implants or artificial
internal organs might find useful information in chemical journals, medical journals,
or engineering journals.

Although the growing size of the literature and the need for multidisciplinary

information retrieval highlighted the shortcomings of traditional subject indexes,

there were also other problems involved. The classification terms used in subject
indexes are often ambiguous and lend themselves to different interpretations,
especially when the user is not fully conversant with the details of a particular in-
dexing system, Subject indexes also encounter the problem of assigning labels to
new concepts. Many times, especially in fast-moving (or rapidly developing) fields
like biochemistry, this is very difficult. Indeed, a consensus of what is the “proper”
label for a concept may not be arrived at until some time after the original paper
presenting the concept has been indexed under an inappropriate term.

Because indexers possess different intellectual abilities and technical skills, two
different indexers will often use different key words, or headings, or subject terms
when classifying the same document (2). Thus, it is not surprising to find relafed

documents classified under entirely different subject headings with no clue to the
searcher that this has happened. For example, an important 1963 paper on the
topic of “seasonal variations in birth” (3) is indexed under the subject heading of
“Periodicity” in the 1964 edition of Index Medicus (4). It is highly unlikely that
anyone looking for information on seasonal variations in birth would ever think
to look under “Periodicity” since it is quite a different concept than “Seasonal
Variation.”

These types of problems made clear the need for a system that would provide
a unified index to the scientific literature that was current, free of semantic dif-
ficulties, and not dependent on the subject knowledge of indexers (5).

The Start of Citation Indexes for Science

REFERENCE TRADITION

As the doctrine of Sfare Decisis provided the logic for Shepard’s Cirafiorrs, so

did the “reference tradition” provide the rationale for citation indexes for science.
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Scientific tradition requires that when a reputable scientist or technologist prtbliihes
an article, he should refer to earlier articks which relate to hs theme. ‘l%ese
references are supposed to identify those earlier researchers who= concepts,
methods, apparatus, etc., inspired or were used by the author in developing his
own artick. some specific reasons for using citations arc as follows:

1. Paying bmnage to pimreerx
2. Giving credit for retsted work.
3. Messtifying metbodofogy, equipment, etc.
4. Provkting background reading.
5. (hrrecting OISG’1OWISwork.
6. CMrezting ftre work of others.
7. Criticizingprevious work.
8. Substantiating CkilOS.

9. Aterting mearcbers to foficorrdrrg work.
10. Providing lads to poorly disseminsted, poorty indexed, or uncited work.
1I. Authenticating data and ctasses of fact—pbysicel mnstants, etc.
12. Identifying originsl publications in which an idea or concept was discussed.
13. Identifying the origins] publication describing an eponymic concept or term

as, e.g., Hodgkin’s disease, Pereto’s Law, Friedel-Crsftq Reaction.
14. Disclaiming work or ideas of others.
15. Disputing priority Cteim of Others.

In the early 1950s, the availabdity of this built-in system for linking scientific
articles began to receive attention as the possible foundation of an indexing sys-
tem for the scientific literature.

WELCH MEDICAL LIBRARY INDEXING PROJECT

In 1952, Dr. Chauncey Leake was chairman of the Committee of Consultants
for the Study of Indexes to Medical Literature. This committee was supervising ti~
Johns HopkkM Welch Medical Library Indexing Project which was sponsored by

the Armed Forces Medical Library. Dr. Leake suggested that project workers
should examine review articles in connection with their investigation of the
problems with subject indexes to medical literature.

GARFIELD

This statement had considerable impact on Eugene Gartield, one of the Welch
Project investigators. Garfield realized that nearly every sentence in a review
article is supported by a citation to a previous work. Thus, a review article could
really be considered a series of indexing statements. The problem then became one
of transforming these statements into a consistent format that would be useful
as an index.

ADAIR

In 1953, the Welch Project conducted a symposium, news of which was reportec
in a Colorado newspaper. This article was read by William C. Adair, who wa
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a former vice president of the firm that produced Shepard’s Ci~ations. Adair wrote
to the Welch Project and su~ested that they consider the method employed by
Shepards as a possible indexing technique.

After examining Shepard’s Ci@fions, Garfield realized that the “citator” principle
could provide a means of indexing review papers which could be extended to the
scientific literature in general.

After the Welch Project ended, Garfield began graduate work in Library Science
at Columbla University. During this period he continued correspondence with
Adair and began writing a detailed article on citation indexes for scientific literature.
The article was completed in 1954 and was edited and refereed by Professor
Bentley Glass, who was then chairman of the Johns Hopkins Department of
Genetics and on the editorial board of Science.

While his own article was awaiting publication, Garfield, who by then was an
associate editor of American Documenra/ion, suggested that Adair write a shorter
article which would explain, in general terms, the operation of Wrepard’s Citafions.

The Adair article appeared in American Docurnenfarion in June of 1955 (6);
Gafield’s article appeared in Science in July of 1955 (7).

LEDERBERG

It was not until 1958, however, that the scientific community exhibited any
specific interest in Garfield’s idea. In that year, Professor Joshua Lederberg of
Stanford University wrote to Gat-field to inquire if any further work had been done
on citation indexing. When informed of the financial problems involved in starting
such a project, Lederberg .suggested that Garfield should apply for a grant from
the government.

GENETICS CITATION INDEX

In 1961, the National Institute of Health initiated a cooperative program with
Garfield’s Institute for Scientific Information (1S1) to prepare a citation index for
the field of genetics (8). In addition to preparing the index, the program was
to investigate and make recommendations on such general questions about citation
indexes as:

1. Should there be a single citation index for all of wience and technology,
several rather broad ones, or many narrow ones, each focused on a single
discipline?

2, In what ways is it possible to arrange a citation index (author, journal, etc. )
and what way is the best for any given situation?

3. What techniques could be used for gathering the citation information?
4. Should books and technical reports be covered and to what degree’?

Garfield soon recognized, however, that defining the genetics literature [o be
covered by a citation index would be quite difficult. Fine judgments would he
required as to what was or was not genetics literature. AI Garfield’s suggestion,
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it was decided to undertake a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach to prepar-
ing a citation index and then extract a genetics citation index from that base of
information.

SCIENCE CITATfON INDEX

The interdkciplinary data base was eventually used to produce the first Science
Cita~ion Index which was published in 1963. The first SC/ covered the literature
of the calendar year of 1961. It covered 613 journals, contained 1.4 million cita-
tions, and required five volumes. Nineteen per cent of the citations in the 1961
SC1 data base were selected by special computerized procedures as “having to
do with genetics” and were published separately as the Genetics Citation frrdex.
The genetics index was also published in 1963 and was complete in one vofume.

OTHER CITATION INDEXES

In addhion to the Science Citation Index and the Genetics Citation Index, there
have been several other efforts at compiling citation indexes or at using the prin-
ciple of citation indexing in information retrieval systems. Most of these have
been expcrimetttaf in nature, extremely narrow in their coverage, or published
on a one-time basis.

Some citation indexes provide coverage of the material published in just one
journal. One of the earliest examples of this is the cumulative index to volumes
35 through 50 of the Journal oj the American Statistical Association. This index
was prepared with assistance from the Ford Foundation and was issued in 1959.

In this index, both the cited and citing articles had to appear in the covered journal
to be indexed. Another example of a citation index with single journal coverage
is the one that appears in the cumulative index to volumes 1 through 3 I of the
Annafs oj Mathematical Sta/is/ics. Pubfished on a one-time basis in 1962, ”this
index is a listing of articles appearing in the Annals which is arranged by author
and shows references to various abstracts of the artick and other articles in the
Anna/s which cite the original article.

Another citation index that was published only once is contained its the
Bibliography of Non-parametric Statistics. Published in 1962, this index shows
what items in the bibliography cite other items in the bibliography.

Since 1966, each monthly issue of the Journal of Histochemis/ry and Cyto-

chemistry has contained a citation index to its own articles. This index is arranged
by author and shows, for any article previously published in the journal, where
and by whom the article has been cited in the preceding month in any of over
2200 other journals.*

An example of a citation index that covers more than one journal but is limited
to a single field is the Citation Index for Statistics and Probability which is cur-
rently being produced by Dr. J. W. Tukey at Princeton University (9). This project

● This information is compiled from the Automatic Subject Citation Alert (ASCA) service
of the Institute for Scientific Information.
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was initiated in 1961 and is being conducted in cooperation with the National
Science Foundation. The journals covered by this index are concerned with
theoretical and methodological statistics. At the beginning of the project, about
50 journals were being completely covered, with another 75 journals covered on a

selective basis. Currently, about 100 journals are fully covered and 150 are cov-
ered selectively, It is estimated that the first issue of this index will appear in
1971.

In 1968, the Shep~rd organization itself introduced Shepard’s Law Review

Cimtiorn. This new publication indexes 117 law reviews and periodicals and
shows where any legal article written since 1947 has been cited in the covered
journals from 1957 on.

Some citation indexes are prepared to test other aspects of citation indexing
&sides information retrieval. One of these was compiled by Ben-Anri Lipetz ( f O),

As sources, Lipetz used four of the eigh~ Russian physics journals published in
English by the American Institute of Physics. Out of all the citations appearing
in these journals, he included in his index only the citations to articles published
in two heavily-used American physics journals. The resulting citation index was
then distributed to a group of subscribers of the IWO American journals and an
attempt was made to compare the frequency of use of the four Russian journals
before and after the distribution of the index. The object was to see if increasing
the user’s awareness of relevant articles by the use of a citation index would
influence their retiding habits. Lipetz concluded that the index produced a
measurable increase in the usc of the Russian journals, although the increase was
not large scale,

As a final example, special citation indexes can be prepared on demand through
systems that directly connect the users with the data base, as is done with the
Technical Information Project (TIP) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

( 11,12). TIP uses a time-sharing computer connected to remote consoles by tele-

phone cables, The data base consists of the full bibliographies of articles from
recent volumes of twenty-five physics journals. Special programs have been devised
to ermble a user to request a citation index to these articles that will meet his
specifications. Thus, a user can obtain a citation index to all the articles, or to the
articles from only one of the covered journals, or to the articles in a single volume
of a covered journal.

Description and Use of a Citation Index

The multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary Science Cimfion /ndex is”now used
by the Iibrories of almost every major university in the United States. For all
intents and purposes, it is the only citation index to the most used literature of
science and technology. Because of this. the following detailed discussion on the

compilation and use of a citation index will be based on the SC1. ft is felt that
the underlying principles and mechmics of citation indexing will be most clearly
explained with this approach.
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JOURNAL COVERAGE AND PREPARATION
The Science Citation Index provides an index to (k contents of every issue

published during a calendar year of approximately 2200 selected journals. Covered
journals are considered source journals and the items they contain are called
source ifems. Alf journals are indexed comprehensively to eliminate doubts as

to whether or not a particular item is covered. All original articles and most other
usefuf items in a journal are processed, including editorials, letters, and meetings.
Ephemeral items such as advertisements and news notices are omitted. Although
previously included, book reviews have not been used as source items since 1969.

Before keypunching, each source journal issue is edited and tagged to insure
that all relevant data will be recorded. All foreign language titles are translated
into English. All citations (footnoted or provided in a bibliography) are processed;
where practical, citations are also extracted from the text. A separated punched
card is prepared for every cited item appearing in every sourrx item processed. For
every source item, a set of punched cards containing the author(s), title, journal,
etc. is also prepared. Each punched card is verifred by direct comparison with the
originrd journal.

Once the cards are punched and verified, the data are transferred from cards
to magnetic ~apes. During this process, the computer performs a unification routine
which eliminates many errors from the original literature such as incorrect spllings

in the names of cited authors and titles of cited publications (23).
The final data is formatted and further editing is done. Final printouts are then

produced through the w Of a computer-driven Phot=smwrsitiorr machine. TfSC
iirtal indexes are produced through phot~ffset printing. Statistics are also tabu-
lated in the course of obtaining the printouts.
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